
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

The elektraLite Stingray Profile brings deep, saturated 
light in an incomparable level of intensity for its range, 
now available as a true outdoor IP65. 
 

At the heart of the IP Stingray Profile is a 300 watt COB LED. 
The IP65 Stingray provides the same clean, rich, beautiful 
light audiences have grown accustomed to, making the IP65 
Stingray Profile perfect for any outdoor show or venue.  
 

The IP65 Stingray Profile offers a variety of features that are 
sure to turn heads. In true IP65 enclosed barrel there is 
control of output,  Zoom (15°-30°), Focus, and the Shutters. 
Optional features include a Gobo or Iris Motorized Module 
(please specify when ordering). 
 

DMX controlled shutters is a feature that makes the IP65 
Stingray a fixture that is uniquely versatile in multiple 
situations. With the ability to control each shutter blade 
remotely, the beam can be shaped from the control 
console. Unlike other IP65 fixtures the shutters and lens are 
protected against the weather and cannot corrode. 
 

A very simple to use LCD touch screen interface allows for 
easy control by either DMX or console‐free static operation. 
RDM protocol is also included. The IP65 Stingray Profile has 
5‐pin XLR DMX connectors (both in and thru). A single yoke, 
safety eye bolt and safety cable is included. Power is via 
Powercon True1. 
 
Although designed to be an outdoor fixture, the features 
make this a well-rounded tool in any performing venue’s 
arsenal 

IP65 Stingray Profile 
SRAY **** IP 

300w WW,CW,RGBW or RGBAL  

ORDERING INFORMATION 

 
SRAY WW IP  IP65 Stingray Profile Warm White 
 
SRAY CW IP  IP65 Stingray Profile Cool White 
 
SRAY RGBW IP  IP65 Stingray Profile RGBW 
 
SRAY RGBAL IP  IP65 Stingray Profile RGBAL 
    
 

FEATURES 

- single COB 300 watt LED giving rich, vibrant WW, CW, 
RGBW, or RGBAL light with no hot spot. 
 

- 100% no step dimming and no pop or bump at beginning or 
end of dimming curve. 
 

- DMX Controlled Zoom (15°-30°), Focus, output and Shutter 
Blade Control 

 
- optional Gobo or Iris Motor Modules available upon 

request (one per fixture) 
 

- easy to use LCD touch screen display menus for DMX/RDM 
or static (manual) control 

 
- Powercon True1 connector as well as DMX 5-pin in and out 

 

- Selectable dimmer curves and PWM frequency 
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DIMENSIONS CHART 
 

Shipping Dimensions 

Length Width Height 

34” 15” 14” 

 
 

SPECIFICATIONS 
    

Electrical  - multi-voltage; AC 100-250V – 50/60Hz 
 
Housing   - aluminum design 
 
Materials  - corrosion resistant hardware 
 
Yoke   - rigid flat steel 
 
Light Engine  - single 300w COB LED emitter 
 
Refresh Rate  - variable 
 
CRI   - 95 
 
Optics / Lensing(s) - Variable PC lensing 
 
Control   - DMX-512 (in and thru) via 5-pin XLR 
      RDM Protocol 

WEIGHTS CHART  
 

Weight Shipping Weight 

lbs kgs lbs kgs 

37.4 17.0 44 20 
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In a policy of continual improvement, specifications are subject to change. 11/17 

 

 

ACCESSORIES 

Accessories Included with each IP65 Stingray Profile are as 
follows: 
 
(1) single yoke 

(1) 24” Edison male to Powercon True 1 female power cable 

(1) Powercon male power connector. 

(1) DMX 5 pin XLR  
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DMX PROFILE & MANUAL CONTROL 

The IP65 Stingrays have a variety of DMX Profiles which allows the 
designer to set their own control parameters. Manual controls are 
exhaustive covering all features at any output level. 
 
Please contact us at elektralitesupport@g1limited.com for DMX 
Profiles and Photometrics 
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